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Social Studies
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with their pictures. (In copy)
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1. List different types of weather

English

Mathematics
1. Write the Roman numerals from
1 to 30.
2. Write
and
learn
the
multiplication table from 6 to
10.

1. Paste 5 pictures of people of

WINTER VACATION
HOMEWORK - 2077

different jobs and write what
they do.

GRADE - I

Computer
Creative Writing/ Life Skills
1. Draw different tools used in paint to draw
pictures. You can take help from your book.
( page no. 51)

1. Paste 5 pictures of winter related things.

g]kfnL

Social Studies
1. Write a paragraph about the
works you do in your winter
vacation.
2. Write the names of any 10
healthy foods.

Science
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1. Draw and colour 5 sense organs.

gfd n]v . lrq klg 6fF; A4 size

Write their names and functions in

paper df .

copy.

Mathematics

Life Skills

1. Write Devnagari numbers name

1. Create a four line (a stanza)

from 1 to 20.
2. Learn and write multiplication
table from 8 to 12.

poem on 'Winter".

WINTER VACATION
HOMEWORK - 2077

GRADE - II
Computer

English
1. Write a paragraph about your vacation.

1. Draw any four parts of computer and
write their names.

2. Write down word and meaning from
Lesson 1 to 3.
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Social Studies
1. Write a paragraph about Manghe
Sangrati. How do you celebrate

Science
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1. Draw and write about water

cycle.( On A4 size paper )

this festival?

Mathematics

Computer
1. Write down the full form of the

1. Draw any 5 geometrical shapes
and write their names on A4
size paper.

WINTER VACATION
HOMEWORK - 2077

following :
RAM, ROM, VDT, DVD, CRT, LCD,
LED, CPU, ALU, MU, CU, GUI, CLI

GRADE - III
Creative / Life Skills
/Life Skills

English
1. Bolf had been cheating the villages for a very

1. Imagine that you have the ability to talk to

long time. The villages had suffered greatly

animals. Would you like to chat with them?

because of his wickedness. Do you agree with

What would you say to them?

the punishment given to him? Can you think

2. Make paper origami.

of ways to make him a better person?

Social Studies

g]kfnL

Science

1. Write a paragraph on the topic ' My
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1. Learn & write glossary of the
lessons 13, 14 & 15.

Ps cg'R5]b n]v .

Country'.

2. Solve

2. List any 5 beautiful places of our

the

second

term

questions in your copy.

country and paste their pictures (
Project work in A4 size paper)

Computer
Creative Writing

1. Write and learn the meaning of

1. Write a brief description of the

WINTER VACATION

most memorable dream you've ever

HOMEWORK - 2077

had. Then write a story in which

GRADE - IV

you make up your own creative

the following:
a. Input
b. Process
c. Output
d. Diligence

ending to your dream.

e. Versatile
f. Instruction

Mathematics
English

g. Animation

1. Solve all the questions of 2nd Term
Examination in your exercise book.

1. Differentiate between Personal and Possessive
Pronoun.

2. Learn & write the multiplication

table

from

12

to

13.

2. Write a summary of the story "Bambi."
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Social Studies

Science
Science

1. Learn the glossary of the alphabets from
A to W. Write a paragraph about the
importance of national heritages.
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1. Learn and write the glossary of
lessons 15, 16, 17 and 18.
2. Solve the second term questions in
your note copy.

English

Life Skills / Creative Writing
1. It is better to give than to receive.

Who would you give something to
and what would it be?

1. Write

WINTER VACATION

an

essay

on

"Importance of Education in

HOMEWORK - 2077

Student's Life."

GRADE - V
Mathematics
1. Solve all the question of 2nd Tem Exam in your

Computer
1. Draw any three input, output devices and write

exercise book.
2. Learn & write multiplication table of 15.

their uses.
.

